“Dreams
Determination &

Discipline will
make you succeed...”

Saul Nulman

The SMILE Program announces the **SAUL NULMAN SMILE SCHOLARSHIP**. We are offering up to **six $500 scholarships** for SMILE seniors attending college. The application is attached.

**Deadline:** April 28, 2019

Applications must be received at the SMILE office no later than April 28th. Applications received late will not be considered.

Send applications to:

The SMILE Program
University of Rhode Island
90 Lower College Rd. Roosevelt Hall Room 1
Kingston, RI 02881
Saul Nulman SMILE Scholarship  
Application 2019

SMILE Senior Scholarship Criteria

1. At least 3 years in SMILE
2. Attendance at 3 SMILE Challenge Weekends
   Academic merit: C or better average
5. Quality of essay to be determined by SMILE director and SMILE staff
6. SMILE Teacher Letter of Recommendation
7. Application deadline: April 28, 2019

Please print all information.

Name___________________________ Gender Identity ________ Date of Birth_____________

School___________________________________________ Grade___________

Home Address_______________________________________________________

City_________________________ State______ Zip Code________________

Home Phone______________________  E-mail Address_______________________________

Applicant Signature_________________________________________Date_____________________

GPA score_________
College you will attend___________________________________________

Participation in SMILE:

Years in SMILE_______

Indicate how many years you have attended each of the following:

Elementary Outdoor Science Adventure:___________
Engineering Middle School Challenge Weekend:_________
Engineering High School Challenge Weekend:__________
Family Science Nights:__________
Please include your official transcript, essay (typed) and a letter of recommendation from a SMILE Teacher.

**Essay:** Write a short essay (approximately 250 words) describing your dreams for the future and how you think you are going to accomplish them.